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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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aclamaremos
It is an inflection of cheer.  It means cheer, applaud, applaud, loar, honor, glorify, exalt.

aclamatorio
Act by which a person is honored, load, enhanced, Ovation, applauded, vitoreada.

aclamis
It is a latin word which means acclaim, acclaim.

aclamó
It is an inflection of cheer.  It means cheer, clap, loar, celebrate, applaud.

aclaramientos
Plural of clearance.  It is the action to make clear something with a dye.  Clear back hair.  It can also mean clear, open,
lighten, clarify, explain.  In forestry, thinning (forest clearances) or reduction in stocking density.  Clearing, thinning,
thinning.

aclarativo
It means that it explains, expands or clarifies something.  That makes it easy to understand.

aclareos
In Colombia, thinning is the same as you entresacas.  It is an activity in forestry consistent delete not useful or
commercial species in an artificial forest.  Decrease the thickness or density of a forest.

acleidense
It means he lacks a collarbone.  In Zoology refers to mammalian animals that have disconnected shoulder blades (loose
or isolated), which allows them to give very long strides when running, such as cats, dogs and other felines.

acles
In Colombia ACLES is the acronym for the Association of Language Centers in Higher Education.  It is a unit of the
National University of Colombia and aims to promote the learning and teaching of modern languages in the field of
Higher Education.  Name of a Certification slate slate slab.

aclifodonte
It is a technical term in zoology to designate ofidious animals that do not have ribbed teeth to inoculate a poison.  Teeth
without grooves or channels.  Glyphs or Aglifas .

aclimatación
It is the period of adaptation that an organism has or requires to tolerate the conditions that has an environment foreign
to yours.  Adaptation , time required to get acquainted, get used to, get used to.

aclimatan



It is an inflection of acclimatizing or acclimatizing.  It means adapting to the climate of a new environment for a living
being.

aclis
It is the name of a genus of molluscs and very small marine snails.  belong to the Eulimidae family.  Name of a Greek
goddess, who was presumed to be the daughter of Chaos and Nix (The Night).  She was the goddess of suffering,
poisons and the fog of death.

aclínico
It means no tilt.  In geography it is a place where magnetic inclination is null.

acluecarse
Being slooped or encased in Colombia means losing your sanity, going crazy, squealing.  It is also to stay locked in the
house for any reason and with the intention of not letting yourself be seen from others.

acme
Acme is a word of Greek origin that means the top, Summit, peak.  In the Warner Brothers cartoons is said that it is the
symbol of American Company that Makes Everything (American company that makes anything or doing everything).

acmelia
It is the name of a very soft oil used in cosmetics.  It is of vegetable origin and is used to soften the skin.  The property is
a plant and also of the botanical genus to which it belongs and is of the family Asteraceae.  It is native to Brazil and
Amazonian Peru.  It is also known as tooth plant, tooth herb or paracres.

acmosporio
The correct term is atmosporium.  It means it produces very fine particle seeds.  With seeds in the form of steam.  It
refers more than anything to molds or some fungi.

acné
It is the name of a condition that is suffered in the skin due to the clogging of hair follicles with grime, dust, dead cells or
fat.  It is noted by the appearance especially on the face or back of pimples, blackheads or comedones.  In many cases
they become painful.  Acne occurs a lot in adolescence.  Muds, grains.

acné juvenil
It is a skin condition.  that adolescents usually suffer on the skin of the face or back and consists of the formation of
muds and pimples.  Grains of the face.  It's mostly due to hormonal changes.

acnodal
In pure mathematics, it means relative to the acnode, hermit point or isolated point, in the set of solutions of a
polynomial equation in two real variables.

aco
Aco in Colombia is the acronym for the Colombian Association of Ornitology.  Aco is the name of a Colombian town in
the municipality of Prado, Department of Tolima.  In Spain it is the acronym for Aircraft of Communication and
Observation.



aco
Aco in Colombia is the acronym of the Colombian Association of Ornithology.  Aco is a town and municipality in the
Tolima Department, Colombia.  In Spain it is the acronym for Communication and Observation Aircraft.  Stage name of a
Colombian actor, whose real name is Heráldico Pérez, Villamizar and who artistically is known as Aco Pérez. 

acobarda
It is an inflection of cow.  It means instilling fear, fear and intimidation.  Frighten, intimidate, flinching, undaunted,
achantar.

acobardamiento
It means fear, fear, slackness, cowardice.  Inability or refusal to act in the face of a challenge, risk or danger.

acobardarán
It is a cow, cow is tipping.  It means infusing or be afraid.  Feel cowardice, afraid.  Frighten is intimidated, undaunted,
shrink, flinching is, intimidate you.

acochi
In Chile it is the acronym for Chilotes Folk Ensembles, a folk and costumbrista organization.

acocón
It is the acronym for the Conscious Consumption Association.  An entity that trades in second clothes and reusable
objects in northern Spain.  It is also the common name of a plant in the Family Violaceae.  It is a herbaceous plant.

acocuyado
Colloquial way on, squeamish, cheerful by the effects of liquor.  It flashes or turns on and off a light, which flashes.  That
looks like a cocuyo.

acodaba
It's an elbow ingflection.  In Agronomy and Gardening is a form of asexual reproduction of plants (by elbows).  It consists
of folding and burying a branch, to get a new plant.  This activity is also called agagation.

acodar
In agriculture and gardening, it is reproduced plants by layers.  It is the action of cutting branches or layers to
mechanically reproduce a plant.  Insert branches into the soil to make emerge a new plant.  Type of asexual
reproduction of plants.  Play.

acodas
It is an inflection of layering.  Layering has two meanings.  One is bend elbow-shaped bend something rigid right angle. 
Esquinear.  In Botany and Agronomy is to form layers: bend a branch of a plant, bury it (make it on the ground) in order
to form roots and then separate for a new plant.  Play plants through layers.

acoderar
It is a term used in seamanship.  It means docking sideways, in particular, to another ship or vessel, so that they are
rigged, paired or located in parallel. 



acodo
In Botany and Agronomy is a form of asexual reproduction of plants.  It consists of burying a stem or branch of a plant
and as soon as it acquires new roots it is cut and transplanted.

acodonte
It is one of the common names of a small rodent, also known as grass mouse.  It is found in Brazil and its scientific
name is Akodon cursor and belongs to the family Cricetidae.

acogedores
It means nice, comfortable, comfortable.   It also means cordial, hospitable, generous, protective.  They cater well, they
please.

acogemos
It is an inflection of hosting.  It means receive, accept, protect, provide comfort, make you feel welcome, accommodate,
give hospitality, protect, support, shelter, shelter.

acogerá
It is an inflection of hosting.  It means receive, accept, shelter, shield, protect, admit.  Provide convenience and comfort.

acogida
It's a flea to welcome.  It means to receive, to welcome, to accept with pleasure.  Admit, accept .

acoitas
It's a scunting inflection.  It means rushing, harassing, putting in trouble, torturing, afflicting.  Cause suffering or make
you suffer.

acojinamientos
It is the action or effect of cushioning.  It means hanging.  It is filled with cotton or other soft material two pieces of fabric
attached or a piece of furniture.  Give the shape and appearance of a cushion.  Scoff, fluff, fluff.

acojinan
It's a cushioning inflection.  It's the same as hanging.  It is filled with cotton or other soft material two pieces of fabric
attached or a piece of furniture.  Give the shape and appearance of a cushion.  Scoff, fluff, fluff.

acolchaba
It is an inflection of quilting.  It means mullir, place cotton, wool or something soft between two fabrics.  Softening,
smoothing.

acolchichi
It is an Oriole, which is located in Mexico that is characterized by having black plumage and the Red Wings. 
Red-Winged Blackbird.  In Colombia we also tell them red-winged Caciques. In Nahuatl Acol or tacol you want to say
back, shoulders, and Red chichiltic.  Its scientific name is Agelaius phoeniceus.  It also receives the names of thrush
Sergeant, Sergeant, thrush wing, wing, wing, wing Blackbird turpial Sergeant.



acolia
In medicine it is the name given to the absence of bile pigments in feces. 

acolitados
Plural of acolitado .  In Colombia it means supported, subsidized, covered, pimped, tolerated.  Inflection of acolitar,
which means serving as an acolyte.  Accompany or support someone in something that is not well seen or accepted. 
Sponsor or support another in something, trying not to notice.

acolitar
In Colombia it means pimping, tolerating, allowing, covering up.  It's as an accomplice or a sidekick.

acolite
It is an inflection of acolitar.  It means helping in religious services.  By extension, in Colombia, it's pimp, help, cooperate,
tolerate, cover up, be an accomplice or Sidekick into something.

acollarados
Relative to animals, especially mammals or birds, which have a collar or stripe on the neck.  To technically designate
these animals the Greek prefix Strepto is used (for example for pigeons collared the term is Streptopelia ).

acollas emilio
Better yet Emile Acollas (or Acollas, Emile), as it is the Spanishization of a name in French.  It is the name of a
jurisconsult and teacher of French law.  It is also the name of an avenue in Paris.  He was one of the founders of the
Peace and Freedom League.

acoma
Individual of the People's Culture .  It is an Indigenous American ethnic group.  This is also how their language is called. 
They are also called Akomé or A'aku.  It means People of the White Stone.  They speak Keres or Keresan languages. 
They inhabit the New Mexico region. 

acomayo
It is the name of a City, a District and a Province in Peru.  It is part of the Department of Cusco.  It is also the name of a
river and a valley in that same Peruvian region.  In Quechua means stream with flour or stream that has flour.

acomedidos
Plural of acomeasured .  In Colombia it means attentive, courteous, solicitous, helpful, affable, considerate.

acometible
It means that it is possible to be done, that it can be done.

acometida
It's a flea to undertake.  It means assaulting, ramming, attacking.  It can also mean starting, starting, starting,
undertaking.  As a noun is the connection, network, tube, duct or rope that allows to carry energy or a liquid to the exact
point required.



acometidas
In Colombia it can mean sockets or networks that carry a certain public service to an address.  Connections from a utility
network to a client or user.  Entering, carrying or driving.  Conductive.

acometo
It's a turning point in undertaking.  It means attack, assault, lash out, assault, assault.  It can also mean starting,
undertaking, trying, starting. 

acomodados
Plural of well-off .  In Colombia it means good economic solvency.  Wealthy, rich, wealthy, opulent, solvent.  It can also
mean organized, organized.

aconcagua
The correct term is Aconcagua.  It is the highest peak of the Cordillera de los Andes, of 40 Western Hemisphere; 41
America; and of the 40 southern hemisphere; South ).  It is 6960, 8 meters high and is in Mendoza, ( Argentina ).  It is
the highest peak after the Himalayas.

acondroplasia
In Medicine it is the name of an anomaly in the body development of genetic origin.  It's a kind of enanism.  It is
characterized by having short limbs but a normal development of head and trunk.  Mental development is normal, as is
sexual development. 

acondroplásico
It means patient who has achondroplasia.  Relative to achondroplasia, which is a genetic abnormality that is reflected in
a type of enanism.   Sufferer has shorter legs and arms, but the development of head and trunk, as well as mental and
sexual development are normal. 

acongojado
Affected by a serious event.  That has grief.  In Colombia it means discouraged, demoralized, dismayed, afflicted,
overwhelmed, sad.  Colloquially we say apachurrado, alicaído. 

aconitina
It is a very poisonous alkaloid that is extracted from the aconite, a plant of the ranunculaceae family, its scientific name
is Aconitum napellus and is known as blue flower morbid or blue anapelo. 

acontezcan
It is an inflection of happen.  Mean occur, happen, happen.  Occur, occur.

acontraltados
Plural of acontraltado.  It means that they acquire the intonation of a contralto, one of the types of female voice in a choir
(the most serious or thickness).

acopaduras
It is the effect of attach.  It means to prune or trim the tops of the trees.  Branches that are cut from a tree in pruning or
descopes.



acopiador
You want to say that it gathers, collects or gathers.  A person who collects fruit picker.

acopiadores
Plural of Picker.  You want to say that it gathers, collects or gathers.  A person who collects fruit picker.  A person who is
dedicated to collect, harvest, or collect something, Harvester.  Container which includes harvesting, combine.  Collection
centers.

acoplarse
It means to mold.  Join or join accurately. 

acople
Attach in Colombia is any kind of union that is used in plumbing or mechanical.

acoran
Inflection of acorar, which means to afflict, to grieve, to grieve, to suffer.  It can also mean finishing, far-fetched,
thunderous.  In the field of Botany it is the deterioration suffered by a plant by the action of severe atmospheric
phenomena such as a frost.  They afflict, they grieve, they grieve, they suffer. 

acorchar
It may mean losing the sensitivity of some part of the body.  Numbness.  In the industry, it is the action of coating glass
containers with cork laminates to prevent them from breaking and watering their contents during transport.

acoresis
It is the inability to contain or stop.  It could be considered synonymous with incontinence if reference is made to bladder
or urinary acoresis.  Acoresis can also be considered as the absence of movement in the digestive tract.

acoridio
It is another way of calling a plant similar to reeds, it is aquatic and belonging to the genus Acorus.  It's also a way to call
your flowers.  They are known as Calamos, reeds or aquatic callamos.  The scientific name is Acorus calamus and they
are from the family Acoraceae.  It has medicinal uses.  It is also used as a filter material in wastewater treatments the
same as Phragmitis comunis.  It was formerly classified as an aberrant member of the Araceae family, but this term
does not exist in the current taxonomy.

acorina
It is the name of a bitter substance that is extracted from aquatic plants.  They are known as reeds or reeds.  They
belong to the Acorus genus.  Plant similar to reeds, it is aquatic and belongs to the genus Acorus .  They are known as
Calamos, reeds or aquatic callamos.

acornó
It means that you grabbed it by the horns.  It is also corneal, give Gore, RAM.

acoro
I sweet flag is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ácoro." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Acoro,
the Reed-like plant, is aquatic and that belongs to the genus Acorus.  You are known as Calamos, rods or aquatic



calamos.  The scientific name is Acorus calamus and are of the family of Acorus.  It has medicinal uses.  It is also used
as filter material in wastewater treatment the same as the Phragmitis comunis.  It was formerly classified as an aberrant
member of the family Araceae ( aracea ) , but this term does not exist in the current taxonomy.

acorrala
It is an inflection of corralling.  It means locking up, isolate, surround, besiege, harass, cornering, intimidate, frighten.

acorralar
Left without choice or output.  In Colombia it means locking up, cornering, surround, isolate, let out.  It is also
synonymous with harass, harass, harass, intimidate.

acorralé
It is an inflection of corralling.  It means cornering, confine, isolate, surround, besiege, harass, intimidate.  Enclosed in a
pen or a fence.  Let someone without an option to escape or evade a meeting.

acorraló
It is an inflection of corralling.  It means locking up, leave via escape, cornering, surround, isolate, harass, besiege.

acorrucan
Some (mostly in Spain) use it as a synonym for snuggle, that is the correct term.  It is an inflection of snuggle.  Means
shrinking, Crouch, collected, squatting, Warbler, usually by fear or to protect themselves from something external (cold,
noise, explosion).  Try taking the fetal position, either horizontally or vertically.

acorrucarse
Squatting, Crouching.  Shrink the body, bending your knees.  Purchase fetal position to shelter from the cold.

acorta
It is an inflection of shortening.  It means reducing the length, cut the tips or edges, trim.  It will also reduce a time lapse. 
Reduce shrink, reduce, shrink, undermine, diminish.

acortar
It is the action or effect of do or leave something shorter.  Trim, reduce, lessen, reduce, shrink, decrease, shrink,
undermine.

acortó
It is an inflection of shortening.  It means trim, reduce, lessen, shrink, reduce, shrink, collecting, undermine.

acos
In Medicine, ACO, or ACOS is the abbreviation or apocope of Asthma-COPD Overlap.  It is defined as the coexistence
in the same patient of three elements: smoking, chronic limitation to airflow and asthma.

acosarán
It is an inflection of harassment.  Means pursuing, corralling, besiege, threaten, harass, annoy, bother.  Ask, request,
demand.  Ask vehemently, insist.



acosaron
It is an inflection of harassment.  To say harass, pursue, threaten, corralling, annoy, harass.

acosó
It is an inflection of harassment.  Means fustigar, annoy, bother.  Corral, besiege, harass, pursue, threaten.  Take
advantage of another person.

acostadote
Lying person pereceando, idle, causing stinginess, with drowsiness.

acostaron
It can mean resting, sleeping.  Tender, lay down, lie down, lay down, extend.  It's an inflection for bed.  It means placing
something horizontally on the ground or a flat surface.

acostumbraba
It is an inflection to get or get used.  It means use, use, having by habit, haunting, familiar, mold, acclimate.  Become
usual, ordinary or routine.

acostumbran
It is an inflection of getting to.  It means using, use.  It is usual, common, ordinary, normal, regular, routine.  You adapt.

acotación
It means contribution, note, note.  It is the action or effect of dimension.  It means bring point, Apostille, score, say.  It
also means limiting, find, locate, fencing, delimit.

acotar
It has several meanings.  Limit, fencing, delimit, framing.  It is also pruning high branches of a tree.  Notes that they are
placed on the sidelines of a writing.  Apostille.  In Colombia as a synonym of say, contribute, add, add.  Expand data on
something of what is spoken or is it.

acotas
It's an inflection to dimension.  It means fence, delimit, size, set limits, or parameters.  Demarcate or demarcate .  In
Colombia it also means contributing, pronouncing, establishing criteria and adding data or information to something that
is known to all. 

acotillo
Name given to a thick head hammer and short handle used by blacksmiths.  In Colombia it is one of the names given to
a tree.  It is also known as Abujo, achiote, ? achiotillo , urucú , rocú , onoto , bija or benis .  Its scientific name is Bixa
orellana and belongs to the family

acotlanas
It is the name of an indigenous Mexican tribe from the state of Chihuahua. 

acoto



Inflection of bounding .  It means to encrify, delimit, circumscribe, limit, prohibit, fix.  It can also mean saying,
pronouncing, annotating, pointing, apostilling. 

acovachado
Acovachado means enconchado, crouched to protect themselves, curved forward.  It also means that shaped a covacha
(derogatory of dwelling and cave).

acoyapa
It is the name of a village in Nicaragua, it is also called Acoyapan by its own inhabitants.  It is a Nicaraguan municipality,
in the Department of Chontales.  The word of Náhuatl origin, means place located at the top.

acoyar
The correct term is to scopt with ll.  It means hugging by the neck, grabbing by the neck.  It can be open the legs an
animal to hold firmly from a trunk.  It is also to irrigate soil or fertilizer on the foot or neck of a tree or plant.  It also means
capping or refilling the slits of a boat with a steppe or canvas.

acoyo
It is a plant of the family Piperaceae.  Used as a condiment.  Its scientific name is Piper auritum.  Known by other
common names such as: Acuyo, yerba santa, alajan, momo, tlanepa, or piper.

acólita
Woman or girl who collaborates in religious offices.  Female acolyte or altar boy.  Monaguilla.  In the Catholic Church,
according to the Pontifical Council for the Interpretation of Legislative Texts and confirmed by John Paul II, there may be
altar boys or acolytes, as temporary assistants in the services of the altar.

acólito
It means that follows or accompanies.  Small monk.  A child who uses cassock and helps the priest during mass.  An
altar boy.

acón
Name of a senones leader in Gaul, who incited his people to reveal themselves against Julius Caesar.  It is also a
Caribbean way, to call a small boat of racking or unloading.  It's usually flat. 

acónito
It is the common name of a poisonous plant.  it is also called the poisonous substance that is extracted from it.  Its
scientific name is Aconitum napellus and belongs to the family Ranunculaceae.  It is also called blue anapelo, blue
flower anapelo, blue flower morbid.  

acp
In Colombia it is the acronym of Colombian Petroleum Association.  It associates all the companies that work in
Colombia in the oil field. 

acra
The correct term is Accra.  It is the largest city and the Capital of Ghana.  Acana language means ants, Ant.  It is often
also write Accra.



acrab
It is a word of Arabic origin meaning scorpion.  It is the name of a star that belongs to the constellation Scorpio
(Scorpio).  It is also known as Beta Scorpii or Beta Scorp.  Another name it received from the Greeks was Graffias,
which means crab claws. 

acranio
It means he doesn't have a skull, he doesn't have a brain coated with a box of bones.  It is the name of marine animals
also called leptocardia, cephalodords or amphioxes.  They live on sandy bottoms, are elongated and the head is long
and rope-shaped.

acrantero
Acrantero or acrantera is the Spanishization of a genus of Plants (Acranthera), in the rubiaceae family.  They are plants
that are known asranteros or acranteras.  It means with stamens that end in tip.  They are plants native to India,
Malaysia and China. 

acratáfilo
It means that it is a friend of anarchy or misrule.  That does not accept authority or rulers. 

acratófilo
It is the name given to the person fond of drinking pure wine.  It could also be defined as a friend of Akratos, who in
Greek mythology was a demigod, of drinking unmixed wine.  It was regarded as a deity of festive excess.

acre
It means taste or smell rancid.  Measurement of surface English, equivalent to 4. 046, 85 square meters.  State of Brazil,
whose capital is Rio Branco.  Acre is the name of an israeli coastal city.

acrecebus
It means acre monkey.  Acre is the name of a state of Brazil, whose capital is Rio Branco.  It refers to an extinct monkey
that existed in that region and from which several fossil remains have been found.

acrecentadizo
It means that it has a tendency to grow, gigantic is to boast it, be proud, feel great.

acrecentadizos
They have a tendency to increase.  Proud, vain, they tend to get bigger. 

acrecentado
It is an inflection of increasing or increasing.  It means that it grows, that it increases its size or its value.  That increases
in number.

acrecentarse
It means bigger, gigantic is, amplified, increase, increase, improve, grow, increase.

acrecienta



It is turning to increase. Means growing, that is enlarged, which increases in size or volume.

acreciones
Mean income, acquisitions.  It is the action or affection of increase property or properties.  Debts.

acreción
In physics it is the growth of an object or body by the addition of matter, as in mineral deposits or continents.  Also in
astrophysics is the effect that occurs in a black hole that is continuously trapping matter, radiation and energy. 

acreditado incorrupto
They are synonymous with honest, honest, probo, whole.

acreededor
A person who is entitled to claim payment of an obligation.  Person who has made a loan.  deserving, worthy of
something.  Plaintiff, applicant, claimant, applicant. 

acreencias
It means balances for, income or belongings.  Money or goods to be received, by right.  Everything to be demanded or
demanded.

acrencia
The correct term is credit (double e).  It means monetary debt that a debtor has with your creditor.  Money claiming by
the creditor to the debtor.  Debt, credit, debit, commitment, obligation,

acres
Plural of acre .  It is an English surface measure that does not belong to the Decimal Metric System.  Equivalent to 4046
square meters, i.e. 0 , 4046 Hectares (40 , 46 areas).  It is an agricultural measure less than that of the fanatic. 

acribillados
It means deleted with multiple shots.  Dead to bursts of bullets.  Suffering from shooting at close range.  It is an inflection
of riddling.  It means hurt or kill with multiple shots or bursts.  It is also receiving multiple mosquito bites.  Attack on sheaf
or with questions to a person.

acribillar
Action or effect fill holes or holes.  It means attacking shot from close range.  Pierce a body with multiple shots.  Lay
siege to colloquially or harass with questions.

acribología
It is the science that deals with the purity or cleaning of our language.  Intended that the use of the words are the correct
and proper and is intended to eliminate the misuse or deterioration of the words of our language.  With lies,
disinformation and the deterioration of the language, only reaching a phase of lack of communication through the
acribologia you want to keep the exact use of the terms according to the etymology of roots that form it.

acribologías



Plural of acribiology .  It refers to the property of the good use of words and purity of style.  Exact use of terms in a
writing.  Proper use of the lexicon. 

acricionadas
It means directed, designed, oriented, encarriladas.

acricionar
Mechanism of movement, power, to move to the side that we want to. Direct, channel. channel, track, guide, guide.

acridio
An acridium or better acrydid, is an insect that belongs to the family Acrididae.  They are also known as lobsters,
tucures, grasshoppers or chapulines.  They have chewing mouth apparatus, so they are characteristic leaf eaters.  They
can be considered pest for agriculture.

acridotheres
It means lobster Hunter.  It is a genus of birds in the family Sturnidae.  You are known as mine or common mine.

acridófago
It means that it feeds on acrides or locusts (insects).  It can be useful in biological control.

acridófagos
It means that he eats crickets and lobsters.  Who eats grasshoppers.  Who eats Acrylics. 

acrilico
The correct term is acrylic, always with tilde.  It is the name of a synthetic fiber made from acrylonitrile.  Generic name of
a paint that is emulsified with a polymer.

acrimonia
You mean pungency, acidity, roughness, poignancy, causticity, sarcasm.  Quality of acre, roughly.

acriopsis
It means like a lobster.  It is the name of a genus of epiphytic plants in the family Orchidaceae.   It was formerly called
Blume.  They are only found in the Islands of Southeast Asia.

acripenne
In Biology and Ornithology it is a term to designate birds that have pointed feathers.  Feathers that end in tip.

acris
It is a word of Latin origin that means punctuating, sharp, sharp, spicy.  It is sometimes used as an epithet or
complement to some scientific names, such as in Ranunculus acris, which is N. C.  of a poisonous plant known as gold
button or belida grass.  It has medicinal uses and belongs to the family Ranunculaceae.

acrisio



It means lack of judgment.  In Greek mythology he was a king of Argos.  Son of Abante and Aglaya or Aglaye
("Brilliant").  He had a constant struggle with his twin Preto, even from his mother's womb.  . 

acrisolan
It is an inflection of acrisolar.  It means debugging, refine, refine, purify, cleanse.

acrisolar
It means pondering, rating, refine, refine, debug, clean, highlight.  To show we are a melting pot.  Make it shine, make
note, give visibility.  Give rating faultless or complete.

acrisolás
It is an inflection of acrisolar.  It means refine, rating, refine, debug, present or leave without stain or checks off.  Clean,
shine, stop shining.

acristianas
It is an inflection of acristianar.  It means Christian, converted to Christianity, catechize.

acristianó
It is an inflection of acristianar, back Christian.  You mean convert to Christianity or convert to Catholicism.  In Colombia
it was also formerly used as synonymous with education, culture, civilize, referring to the transformation of a 'wild' Indian
to be Catholic, and educated.  To present the Christian doctrine or the Catholic faith.  On the other hand, the current
football jargon, it can mean play or behave like Cristiano Ronaldo.

acriticismo
Movement that promotes dispensing with criticism.  That it has no crisis, that it is calm.  Maintain an unthinking and
uncritical attitude.  It can be considered a form of positivism. 

acriviola
It is one of the common names of a herbaceous ornamental plant.  It is known by gardeners with many other names
such as: cappuccina, canaries, queen taco, gallant spur, mastuerzo, blood flower, pelonchili, christ sores, marañuela,
Indian mastuerzo, hair.  Its scientific name is Tropaeolum majus and belongs to the family Tropaeolaceae.  It has
striking flowers.  It is native to America.

acrídido
Insect belonging to the family Acrididae.  They are the same chapoles, lobsters, grasshoppers or crickets.  They are
jumping and very voracious insects.  They have chewing oral apparatus and large antennas. 

acro
It is a Greek prefix that means the extreme, at the top.  Tip, tip, end, high, top, height, summit.  In Medicine is used to
refer to the limbs.

acroa
It was the name of an indigenous group and an extinct language of Brazil.  They were in the vicinity of Parnaíba and
Paranaíba in Bahia. 



acroama
It is a Latin term, derived from ancient Greek meaning "heard something".  Declamation or rhetorical discourse.  Esoteric
teaching that should not be written.  It can mean concert, instrumental music.

acroamático
It means that it has no color.  It transmits white light, without breaking it down into, the colors of the rainbow.  Oral or
narrative teaching. 

acrobatas
A person who does exercises for balance and agility with ease. Circus. Person with a lot of flexibility. Contortionist.

acrobatas
A person who does exercises for balance and agility with ease. Circus. Person with a lot of flexibility. Contortionist.

acrochordus
It means they have a rope, tendon or nerve at the top.  It is the name of a group of snakes, usually aquatic (Name of the
genus and belong to the family Acrochordidae ).  They have a ventral fold that makes swimming easier.

acrofobia
It means pathological fear of heights.  It frequently manifests with vertigo. 

acrogamia
In Botany it is a type of fertilization.  It is synonymous with porogamia.  It consists of a fertilization where the polynic tube
penetrates through the micropile of the seminal rudiment.  It is formed with the Greek roots Akros (extreme) and gamos
(union, marriage).

acromial
It's a term in Anatomy and Medicine.  It means relative to acromion (which in turn means upper shoulder part).  Related
to acromion, which is the protruding part of the omopleplete or scapula and that articulates with the collarbone.  It can
also be used in this regard, the term Achroman.  Which concerns acromion.

acromiales
Plural of acromial.  Relative to the acromion or that belongs to it.  That refers to the part of the scapula shaped
protrusion on the upper and outer part of the shoulder.  Ligaments or tendons of the shoulder.  That you attach the
external part of the scapula and the clavicle.

acromiones
It is the plural of acromion.  It is the extreme part of the scapula, where rests the tip of the clavicle.

acromía
I mean no color, discoloration, loss of color or pigmentation.  White spots of the skin, which appear due to lack of some
vitamins in old age.

acronimias



It means word clippings.  Linguistic process of forming words by making cuts from others, formation of abbreviations,
acronyms, apocopes or acronyms.  They can be formed only with the initial letter or with syllables.

acronía
acronia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Acronia" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Acronia ( is a
latin word and has no tilde ).  It is a new genus of orchids that are found from Mexico to Brazil.  Replaces the former
subgenus Acianthera of the genus Pleurothallis called.  Acronia name was restored in 2006 by the American Botanical
remarkable Carlyle August Luer.

acronías
The correct term is acronias without tilde.  It is the plural of acronia.  Acronias is the common way of calling a new genus
of orchids, which are found in Central America, Colombia and Brazil.  It was formerly known as Pleurothallis and belongs
to the Orchidiaceae family.

acronoto
It is one of the common names of a small African ruminant mammal.  It is known as Somali antelope, Abisinia dwarf
antelope or dik-dik.  Its scientific name is Rhynchotragus africanus and belongs to the Bovidae family.  The name is
formed with the Greek roots Akros (end, tip) and noticed (back, back, spine).  Elongated spine.

acronotos
It means extreme back, very long back.  It is a bovid great antler African persistent, it is known as somali Antelope

acropaquia
It is the same as hippocratic fingers, digital hypocratism, spoon fingers or drum stick fingers.  It is a bulging of the
phalanges extremes of the fingers.  enlargement of the fingers.  It usually has no pain and is caused by thickening of the
tissue under the nails.  It is associated with lung ailments.

acrophoca
Genus of extinct Pinnipedo ancestor of the current 40 Leopard seal; Acrophoca longirostris ).  We found fossils in Peru
and Chile.

acrophyseter
It means ancient sperm whale or sperm whale ancestor.  It was the name of an extinct cetacean similar to sperm whale
and lived in the Miocene.

acropinacona
In Chemistry, it is the name of a liquid substance with a smell similar to camphor.  It is heard when reacting acrolein with
hydrochloric acid (for the presence of Zinc).

acropodio
It means end or tip of the feet, of the legs, of the limbs or the limbs.  End bone or tip of a limb.  It is one of the names
that receives each of the phalanges or bones of hands and feet.  It is one of the parts of the Autopodium (fingers).  
which in turn are part of the operating room or limb (arm or leg).  In Architecture , square bases of the ends of a column.

acrosoma



It is a small tank containing hyaluronidase.  It is located at one end of the sperm head.  The function of this over is to
separate other sperm surplus from the ovum ( egg fertilized ).

acrostianosis
The correct term is Acrocyanosis. It is a condition marked by bluish or purple coloration of the hands and feet, caused by
the slow movement.

acrostiquia
It was a medieval literary art style, which consisted of writing arostics.

acrotermo
It means extreme temperature, very high.  Very hot. 

acróbata
Person who does stunts in front of the public.  Volantinero, gymnast, balancer, juggler.  Person walking the tightrope. 

acrócomo
It means dense hair at one end or at the end.  Foliage on the tip.  It can be considered as synonymous or a cultism of
melenudo, mechudo, dense hair.  He's got acrocomia.  It is a way of referring in Botany to the class of stems that palm
trees have (a dense foliage or plume of leaves only at the end of the stem)

acrófalo
It means you have a plume, phallus or hole in the end or back of the body (at the tip).  It's a technical way to refer to a
nematode.  Worm.  That the sewer is external and is located at the end of the body.

acrófilo
It means passionate about heights.  Friend of the heights.  Passion for heights.  Predilection for tall people.

acrón
Name of an eminent Greek Physician, son of Xenon.  He was born in Agrigento, on the Island of Sicily (formerly known
as Acragante).  He was one of those who attended the Great Plague of Antiquity.  Akron, as well with k, is the name of
at least 10 peoples in the United States. 

acrónimo
It is a type of word that is formed with parts of other words or with their initial letters.  Cropped name .  Acronym,
abbreviation. 

acrótona
It is the kind of plant growth in which the further development is a main stem without obvious ramifications. It is
characteristic in creeping and climbing plants. Vines.

acsetic
acsetic is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ascetic" being its meaning:<br>The correct term in English is
ascetic, you mean ascetic or ascetic. It refers to the person seeking their purification renouncing loa material or worldly



pleasures. Philosophy and religious practice of the ascetics. On asceticism.

acso
It is the name of a garment used mostly by Indigenous Peruvian women.  The word is of Quechua origin.  It's a kind of
very long mantle or saya.  It is also called anacu.  Mantle used by the woman of the Inca, mantle of the Queen. 

acsu
It is a type of women's clothing of indigenous women in Colombia, Ecuador and Peru.  It is equivalent to the saya or skirt
and is thick fabric or bayethon and very colorful.  Collas robe. 

acta est fabula
ACTA est fabula is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Acta est fabula, plaudite." being its meaning:<br>The
complete Latin locution is " ACTA est fabula, plaudite ".  Is attributed to Caesar Augustus on his deathbed: " Have I
developed my role well? Since then, clapping.  The best translation is " function has finished, clapping ".

actea
Actea is the castilianization of the botanical term Actaea ( from the Greek Aktaia which means coastal ).  It is the name
of a genus of plants of the family Ranunculaceae and characterized by being plants purely coasts.

acteas
They are usually herbaceous plants to be to the family Ranunculaceae.  They have inflorescences cluster and are
typical of the northern hemisphere.

acteopan
Means "water coming out of the Temple" in the Nahuatl language.  It is the name of a Mexican municipality in the State
of Puebla.

actina
Actin is a globular, basic proteins in the cytoskeletons of eukaryotes.

actinidia
In Botany it is a genus of tree plants in the family Actinidiaceae.  Name of a plant of the family Actinidiaceae.  It is found
only in Japan China.  Korea and Indochina.   They were formerly classified in the family Dilleniaceae. 

actinio
It means of luminous rays or luminous (Greek roots), which shines.  It is the name of a chemical element, whose symbol
is Ac and its atomic number is 89.  It is an unstable and radioactive element. 

actinismos
They are chemical reactions that generate luminescences, producing lighting effects.  Fluorescences, fosforescencias. 
The luciferase ( 41 enzyme; more oxygen generates the bioluminescence of some living beings.

actinomicetas
The technical term is Actinomycetes.  They are Gram positive bacteria present in the soil that contribute in the



decomposition of organic matter.

actinopterigio
Actinopterigio, you mean finned, with fins like rays.  It is a kind of fish that brings a 27. 000 species.  More feature they
have is the possess a skeleton of bony spines on its fins.

actinoterapia
The actiniterapia is a medical treatment to treat diseases through the application of ultraviolet rays.

actinómetro
It is the name of a device that serves to measure the intensity of solar radiation.  Apparatus that measures the intensity
of the sun's rays.  It is also often called a pyranometer or solarimeter. 

activa
It is an inflection of activate.  Meaning operate, lead, promote, stimulate, manage, manipulate, gesturing, manotear,
move, stimulate, accelerate, enliven.  streamline, accelerate.  As an adjective it is synonymous with hard-working,
effective, diligent, hacendosa, dynamic, effective, efficient.

activante
It's a word that means active, i turn on, it sets the march, that makes it work.  Trigger, trigger, on.  It is essential for the
operation or commissioning of a process. 

actínidos
Actinides or better yet actinoid, is a group of chemical elements from the period 7 of the periodic table and is known by
the name of rare earths.

acto colectivo
Concentration of people with the same aim. Communal Act. In an act of collective or mass are supporters of a political
party, the supporters of a team, a group of demonstrators or bars. It means that everything you do or say is everyone's
responsibility.

actor
Male character .  Male character who plays a role or role in a play or film

actor de reparto
It is used to designate an actor who plays a supporting role.  Actor who participates in a play without being a protagonist
or extra. 

actor principal
Male main protagonist.  Male character protagonist of a play. 

actoral
Relating to acting or actors. 



actos
Action or effect of acting.  It means facts, actions, maneuvers, exercises, functions, procedures, works, performances,
ceremony.

actóbe
Actobe, is not a word in the Spanish language and if it were ever lead tilde.  It may be that they ask for Aktobe.  If so, is
the name of a city and a province in Kazakhstan, which are also known as Aktyubinsk.  In Kasajo language, means
white Hill.

actriz
Female character .  Woman who plays a role or role in a play or in a film.  Performing arts artist . 

actriz principal
Protagonist, female main character of a play. 

actuaban
It is an inflection of acting.  It means to proceed.  Act, behave, operate, work, run, represent, interpret, exercise,
intervene.

actualizo
It is a turning point of update.  It means placing a fact or an operation in the most recent mode or currently used.  Leave
in this mode, is used currently.  To modernize.

actuaré
It is an inflection of acting.  It means proceed, work, work, drive, work, exercise, interpret, represent, behave.

actuario
It is a synonym of Advisor, counselor.  Person vested with public faith it intervenes in procedural cars.  In Colombia we
say notaries.

actuó
It is an inflection of acting.  Any say do, proceed, work, work, work.  You may also play a role in a play, a television
programme or a film.

acuache
Very dear and esteemed person without being relative.  Acuachi, buddy, friend, carnal ( Terms of use at 41 Mexico;. 
Twin, twin.  For Colombians, it is synonymous with brother, parce, amiguis, corduroy.

acuacitas
Plural of aquacite ( a mineral ) .  It's the name of a class of quartz crystal.  It is also called quartz with garlic on rolls.  It is
used in healing processes.  They're transparent with some blue dots. 

acuacite
Aquiacite or aquacite is the name of a crystallized stone.  It's the name of a class of quartz crystal.  It is also called



quartz with garlic on rolls.  It is used in healing processes.  They're transparent with some blue dots. 

acuacito
It's a way to call the aquacite, which is a quartz crystal. 

acuadrillar
Form a gang to act against others.  Act on sheaf.  Aggression which is made in group.  Act in the gang.  Caterva.

acuafortista
Person who is dedicated to the art of engraving on metal foil, using the method of etching ( prepared water and nitric
acid ).

acuagranja
In Colombia it is the name of a company that sells agricultural and livestock inputs, but that its specialty is to supply
products and inputs for aquaculture. 

acuario
It is a container almost always of glass in which you have ornamental fish.  Fish tank.  It is also the name of a starsign
that corresponds to those born between January 20 and February 18.  Name of a Constellation . 

acuariofilia
It is the hobby for having hatcheries in aquariums.  It breeds under controlled conditions in an aquarium of fish and other
aquatic organisms. 

acuariófilo
<persona aficionada a la acuarofilia .  Persona que gusta de criar peces y organismos vivos en forma controlada en
acuarios .  aficionada="" a="" la="" acuarofilia="" .="" persona="" que="" gusta="" de="" criar="" peces="" y=""
organismos="" vivos="" en="" forma="" controlada="" en="" acuarios="" .=""></persona aficionada a la acuarofilia . 
Persona que gusta de criar peces y organismos vivos en forma controlada en acuarios . >

acuarquitecto acuarquitecta
He is an architect (a) calculus.  Precision. 

acuatizar
It means gently descending and perching on a water surface.  It can be valid for an aircraft or a bird. 

acuárida
It means related to Aquarius, which appears in the radiant Aquarius, Aquarian ( a).  Shooting stars from the dawns of
May.  It is the name given to each of the small meteors that come from Halley's Comet and fall to earth in the form of
rain, especially in late April and early May each year.   They are formed on the position of Eta Aquaril. 

acuáticos
It is the plural of water.  It means that you live or is related to water.



acucia
It means speed, diligence, promptness.  Request, hurry. 

acucioso
It means diligent, acting quickly or promptly.  Fast, fast. 

acudiciar
It is valid acudiciar or acodiciar.  It is a form used by peasants to say lust.  It is the action of craving or desire something
with great intensity, reaching an unhealthy intension.  Crave, aspire, aspire, variciar.

acudillo
The correct term is a caudillo.  Means leader, ringleader, Chief, leader, guide, guidance counselor, champion.

acudir
You want to say go, go, arise.  It usually refers to comply with a subpoena.  Concur, appeal, appeal.  It can also mean to
help, auxiliary aid.

acuerdos
In Colombia, the agreements are flaws in legislation issued by a City Council. Dictations or laws of a municipality.
Agreements, covenants, commitments, treaties, alliances, arrangement, negotiation, transaction. Resolution, judgment,
opinion, available, harmony, conformity.

acuerpado
In Colombia it means strong, muscular.  It has large body and developed muscles.  Strong.

acuerparon
I mean they acquired more muscle mass.  They increased the size of the body or the muscles with a lot of exercise and
balanced diet.  Inflection of remembering or remembering .

acuesto
It is an inflection of lying down.  It means lying down, depositing on a bed to make you rest.  Tend or lie, extend or
extend, cast or cast, lie down. 

acuicultor o acuicultora
It means that it has crops in water mirrors (it can be of fish or aquatic plants). 

acuicultor, ra
Person engaged in aquaculture activity.  It breeds fish in ponds. 

acuicultura
It's the technique of growing in water.  Refers to fish rearing, molluscs or algae. 

acuiferos



The correct term is aquifers with tilde.  It means water reservoirs.  Underground structure with high water content. 
Groundwater deposits.  Layer of subsoil with high water content.

acuimación
It is a method of handling for the final disposal of corpses.  It consists of immersing the corpse in water with potassium
hydroxide, heated to about 180 °C.  It has the environmental advantage of not emitting fumes into the atmosphere. 

aculeata
It means it has a thorn, which has thorn.  It has a needle, spike or hole.  It refers to a group of insects that modified their
females the opositor organ by a sting.  Includes bees, bumblebees, wasps and ants.

aculeolado
In Botany and Biology it means that it has aculeolos i.e. thorns, spikes or stingers.  Covered with thorns or sharp
elements. 

aculeolados
Plural of aculeolado .  In Botany and Biology it means that it has aculeoli or thorns, spikes or stings.  Covered with
thorns or sharp elements.  That puncture or chuzan .  

aculillar
In Colombia it means instilling fear or fear.  Fill yourself with fear or feel fear, fear or terror.  Feeling dread.

aculturación
It is a process of learning from each other from different cultures or different peoples from different cultures who are in
permanent contact.  It is a process of harmonization between different cultures that are in contact.  For the Catholic
Church, a process of evangelization mixed with elements of American or African cultures.  Process of adaptation
between different cultures. 

acumbente
It is a term used in biology and especially Botany which means inclined, reclining, supported, lying down, resting on.

acumetría
It is a term used in Othology, the branch of medicine that studies the auditory system and its diseases.  It is a system of
audiometry tests by using fingerboards.  Audiological technique to measure a person's hearing ability. 

acumetrías
Measurements that are made to patients to know their hearing ability. 

acuminados
It means in the form of needles, pointed, sharp, filiform.

acumulación
It is the action or the effect of accumulating.  Means stacking, stacking, collect, store, collect, agglomerate, hacinar,
deposit, group.



acunar
Rocking a baby in his arms to make him fall asleep.  put a child in the crib. 

acuosas
It means that they contain a lot of water.  Liquid.  moist, watery, juicy, broth, soaked. 

acupuntura
It is a type of alternative medicine that involves pricking with small needles certain special points of the body, called
acupuncture points spread over several meridians.  It's part of traditional Chinese medicine. 

acurrucado
In Colombia it means with legs bent or stricled.  With the legs flexed, with the knees bent.  In squat . 

acusando
It is an inflection of accuse.  It means report, ratting, instill, impute, blame, reveal, attribute.

acusetas
Child who is characterized by living giving complaints.  That permanently accuses others.  Snitch, toad, delator,
squeaple, whistleblower.

acusiocidad
The correct term is acuteness, both times with c.  It is the quality of acting promptly, quickly, diligently, but appropriately. 
Quality of the acute .  Act with acuity. 

acutotyphlops
Rated blind snakes.  It is a genus of blind snakes belonging to the family Typhlopidae.

acúfeno
It's the feeling of hissing in the ears.  tinnitus.  It is also called wheezing.   Ringing in the ears.  It is usually caused by
cold and respiratory conditions. 

acúmara
The Acumara is a family Ciprynidae freshwater fish and its scientific name is Algansea lacustris.  Its scientific name
means that eat algae and living in lakes or lagoons.  In Colombia we say Chubanos.

ad absúrdum
The Latin phrase correct and complete is "reductio ad absurdum", without the tilde as in latin there.  It means "by
reduction to the absurd" and is a mathematical method to show whether a proposition is valid or not.  Also called proof of
contradiction.

ad aeternum
It is a Latin phrase that means "for all eternity", eternally or forever, forever. 



ad diem
It is a Latin phrase that means peremptory term, last term.  No extension or delay, fixed date.  Translate "to the day" or
"that day".  First part of the name of an encyclical of Pope Pius X, whose full name is Ad diem illum laetissimum (On that
most joyful day or That Joyful Day). 

ad eternum
The correct term in latin is ad aeternum, which means eternity, forever, for eternity, in perpetuity.  Be worn ad eternum,
as Spanish Variant.

ad interim
It is a Latin phrase which means means "Meanwhile", "in the meantime", provisionally, meanwhile (for now).

ad kalendas graecas
It is a Latin phrase that means "that won't happen ever", that it is impossible to occur, it will not happen ever.  The literal
translation is "up to the Greek Kalends", but it turns out that the Greece did not exist the kalends.

ad litem
It is a Latin expression used in law which means "for the purposes of the trial" .  Type of conservator appointed by a
judge to defend the rights of a minor, of someone subjected to civil interdiction or other incapacity or who is not present. 

ad litteram
It is a Latin phrase meaning "to the foot of the letter", "as the text says".  Exactly, literally, verbatim.

ad portas
It is a Latin locution that means "At the door" and that means that soon it will happen, that soon it will happen.  That will
happen immediately, that it will soon happen.  Next to start . 

ada
In Colombia is an acronym of the Defender Association of animals.  It is the name of an airline Aerolíneas de Antioquia. 
It is the name of a city in Serbia, close to the Tisza River in the province of Vojvodina.  It is also the name of a city in the
State of Oklahoma, ( USED ).

adactilia
It is a genetic defect consisting of the lack of fingers, with the exception of the thumb.  Also missing toes on the foot
except for the big toe.

adagio
Said popular, judgement, proverb, saying, aphorism, proverb, maxima, axiom.

adagios
Plural of adage .  It means popular saying, sentence, saying, said, aphorism, proverb, maxim, axiom.  Sayings, sayings,
sentences, aphorisms, proverbs, maxims, axioms. 

adalid



It means who leads or commandes.  It means leader, leader, guide, warlord, boss, captain, commander, paladin, head,
champion, ace.

adamantinoma
In medicine, it means very hard lump.  It is a type of bone tumour, rare appearance.

adamar
It means courting.  Love with vehemence or frenzy.  Worship. 

adamawa
It is the name of the largest state of Nigeria.  Its capital is Yola.  It owes its name to Madibbo Adama, who was a leader
of the ethnic Fulani (Muslim) against the British in the 19th century.

adamismo
Heretical doctrine that advocated Nudism and intended to return to the original innocence of Eden.

adams stokes, enfermedad
It is sudden and transient loss of consciousness or alert. Sometimes there are convulsions. Adams and Stokes are the
surnames of Irish doctors who discovered the syndrome. It lasts a few seconds and everything returns to normal.
Collapse. It may be caused by heart problems or antimony poisoning.

adanes
Generically refer to men as well women refers to them as evas.  Men, husbands, husbands, male.

adapaleno
Adapalene or adapalene is a medication for topical application that is used in dermatology, especially for acne control.  It
has some other uses in cases of diseases of the skin.  Adapalene can cause reddening of the skin in some people.

adapazari
It is the name of a Turkish city and was the name of the province which was capital.  Currently the province is called
Sakarya, the city retains the old name and remains the provincial capital.

adapisoricúlidos
It means shrew without tail or small tail.  It was a very small type of mammal resembling today's shrews or hedgehogs
that existed in the Paleocene.  It belonged to the Adapisoriculidae family.

adaptación
It is the process that suffers an organism to assimilate the conditions of a new environment that reaches to live. 
Accustomed, familiar, acclimatize, become accustomed, conform, settle.  .

adaptar
It is the action of accommodate, adapt, arrange.  It also means transforming, mold.  modify.  Adapt, means getting used
to, until you are comfortable.



adar
The name of the sixth month of the modern Hebrew calendar.  Mean barn, thresh or cloudy.  According to the Bible, it is
the last month of the calendar and means twelfth month.

adarce
It is the crust of saline waste that leaves in solid objects the sea water when it evaporates. 

adax
It is the castilianization of Addax.  that is the name of a genus of even-toed mammals of the family Bovidae.  It is also a
kind of African Antelope common name.  , whose scientific name is Addax nasomaculatus.  It is a species that requires
protection due to its small population.  It is also called Antelope blah, co, has a white X in the face.

adaxial
It means above, on the top of.  The part above or high of a leaf.  Get.

adazas
It is the plural of adaza.  It is a form of call to sorghum, corn sorghum and corn itself.

adámicos
Plural of Adamic.  It means relative to Adam.  Adamic.  It can mean primal or initial.  Presumed language that Adam and
Eve used in the Garden of Eden.

adán
Way to generalize man or male gender.  Name of the first man created by God, in the Christian Religion.  Male name of
biblical and Hebrew origin, and meaning "the first man", or "made of the earth by God".

adbicar
It means to renounce, to resign, to abandon, to resign.  To leave or abandon an office or a title, by one's own decision. 

adcrocuta
It means next to or near the hyena.  It is a genus of extinct mammals that lived in the Miocene.  They belonged to the
Hyaenidae family.

addax
It is a taxonomic genus of African antelopes belonging to the family Bovidae.

addictio
addictio is incorrectly written, and should be written as Addictio.  being its meaning: the correct term is Addictio.  It is a
Latin phrase used in law.  It means awarding, allocation, acceptance.  It is the Act by which the magistrate recognizes
the applicant as requested.

addis abeba
They are terms Amharic, which means "New flower".  Amharic is a language spoken in the North and Central Ethiopia. 
Addis Ababa is the name of the Capital of Ethiopia.  It is also the most populous and important city.



adductor
The most suitable term in Spanish is aductor .  It is the name of three muscles that the human has in the thigh.  They
can be called long adductor, medium adductor and short adductor.   For all, the term adductors is used.

adecentado
It is a way of saying that it has become educated, decent, fine, polished.  It has acquired decency and education, which
has improved om polished his manners.  He has learned to label.

adefágico
In entomology, is a type of wings of insects Coleoptera that are characterized by a well-developed nervation, and his
veins reaching the end and have some transverse veins (all noticeable or thick).

adefecio
adefecio is incorrectly written and should be written as "eyesore ( 41 s;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
eyesore.  It is something wrong done, distasteful, extravagant, work of very bad aspect.  Hulk, grotesque, scarecrow,
birria, laughingstock, marionette, estantigua, facha, spawn.

adefesio
It refers to something very ugly, bad-looking, that is not pleasing to the eye.  Something badly done or poorly crafted.  In
Colombia it is synonymous with Mamarracho, esperpento, espantajo, birria, facha. 

adeje
For many authors, it means mountains or high mountains.  It is a term of guanche origin.  Is the name of a municipality
and a very tourist coastal area in Tenerife, in the Canary Islands (Spain)

adel
It means Local economic Desacollo Agency in Colombia ADEL.  They are mixed (private and State), economic entities
of social economy.

adelaida
Adelaide is a name of Germanic origin woman and wants to tell Princess, descendant of the nobility.  Used as Adela
variant, but this name means Queen Mother and also is of Germanic origin. Australia city, capital of the State of South
Australia.

adelaida de orleans
Adelaide of Orléans was a Princess of the blood in France, sister and Adviser of King Luis Philip I of France.  Adelaide
of Orléans lived for several years with his mother in Barcelona.

adelaide
The English version of the female name is Adelaide, is of Germanic origin and means Princess, royalty, noble origin.
Name of Australian city.

adele
It is the English and German version of the woman's name Adela, which means Queen Mother and is of Germanic
origin.  Name of an English singer-songwriter whose real name is Adele Laurie Blue Adkins.  Name of an asteroid 812 . 



It was initially designated as 1915 XV, by astronomers.  Name of a main character of an opera by Johann Strauss (son),
called Die Fledermaus (The Bat).  Name of the third wife in the aforementioned composer ( 

adelfas
Oleander is the plural of oleander.  It is the name of a plant's scientific name Nerium oleander Apocynaceae family.  It
also receives the names of baladre, Trinitarian, flower, pink laurel laurel or Roman laurel.

adelfo
It is a name of Greek origin male.  Means brother. If they were asked by an adelfo plant, the correct term is oleander. 
The plant is called Oleander ( Nerium oleander ) other common names such as flower, pink laurel, baladre, Trinitarian
and Roman laurel laurel receives.  It is the family Apocynaceae.

adeliza de lovaina-
It was also known as Adela of Louvain.  She was the daughter of Godofrefo I of Leuven.  It was spouse of Enrique I of
England, with whom he had a son named William, who died.  Two of his descendants were Queens of England: Ana
Bolena and Catherine Howard (amdas wives of Enrique VIII)

adelomorfo
It means that it does not have a definite shape.  Much applied to bacteria or unicellular organisms.  The term is used in
medicine and microbiology.

adelphicos
It means no dress, no skin, smooth skin or also worn skin.  It is the name of a genus of snakes, mostly harmless, known
as diggers.  They belong to the family Dipsadidae.

ademas
It is an inflection of ademar.  It means placing further or support, leverage the mines.  Cover a tunnel or underground
Gallery with wood to avoid cave-ins by way of protection.  Bolt, mounting.  leverage.

adendum
It's a Latin term.  In Spanish it is more indicated to use adendo .  In terms of legal and law, it means addition, addition,
addition, annex or even other.  It is what is added to something that had already been agreed and signed (in a contract,
agreement or agreement), but which because of its importance is considered that although it was not contemplated, it is
important to include and clarify it.

adenectomía
In medicine, it is removed from a gland or a node.

adenectomía
In medicine, it is removed from a gland or a node.

adenectomías
Plural of adenoctomia.  In medicine it is a surgical procedure by which a node or a gland is removed.



adenina
In chemistry and biochemistry, is the name of one of the five nitrogenous bases of nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) and the
genetic code.  It is naturally the rice husk.  Abteriormente was called vitamin B4.  Its chemical formula is C5H5N5.

adeninas
Plural of adenine .  Group of nitrogenous chemicals.  In Chemistry and Biochemistry, it is the name of one of the five
nitrogenous bases of nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) and genetic code.  Naturally it is found in the shell of rice.  It was
formerly called Vitamin B4.  Its chemical formula is C5H5N5 . 

adenoide
It is a patch of tissue in the upper part of the throat (just behind the nose), which is part of the lymphatic tissue and along
with the tonsils help eliminate infections and maintain body fluids balanced.

adenomegalia
In medicine is the term to define the abnormal increase of the size of lymph nodes, which is usually accompanied by
changes in consistency.

adenosinas
They are chemical substances resulting from the union of adeninas molecules (also called ribofuranosa) ribose rings. 
Plural of adenosine.  It results from the degradation of amino acids and is important for the transfer of energy in
biochemical processes.

adenosintrifosfato
It is the name of the main source of energy for the majority of cellular functions.  Adenosine triphosphate or ATF.   (In
English ATP).  It is a fundamental nucleotide.

adentrarse
It means entering and going to the central or deep.  Advance to the inside.  Enter, penetrate, enter, break in, advance,
pass, deepen. 

adephi
ADEPHI is an acronym of a group of Mexican psychologists. Adephi, advisers on human development in peace. It is a
Center with over 30 years of experience in the field of clinical psychology and labour,

aderozolas
The correct term is polished.  Decorate, decorate, beautify, fix it means.  Clean and fix anything that you highlight your
beauty.

adeudo
It is an inflection of having.  Means duty, have an outstanding credit.  It must be a debt.

adéfago
Adefago is a word that comes from the Greek and means that you eat a lot, Wolverine ( ADE: much, phages: eating ).  It
is a suborder of beetles called Adephaga muteness.



adén
It is the name of a city in Yemen (its capital is Sana'a).  It is also the name of the Gulf that connects the Indian Ocean
and the Red Sea and in turn separates Africa from the Arabian Peninsula.  The name of a British colony from 1937 to
1963 in the same region.

adhara
It is also called Aludra, Niu Canis Majoris or 31 Canis Majoris.  It refers to either a star or a set of 4 stars in the
Constellation of Can Major.  It is a word of Arabic origin that translates "The Virgin" or "The Virgins". 

adherente
A substance that is used to paste or link.  Adhesive, glue.  Necessary or indispensable requirement for a procedure. 
Colombia also means adept, supporter, affiliate, person who adheres or supports a cause or doctrine.  Fanatic.

adhiero
It is an inflection of acceding, accession, it means agree, support what it says or exposes another, unite, join, partnering,
approve, ratify, joining, sticking, hold.

adicto
Person who has dangerous habits or customs or also harmful to his body and who finds it difficult to do without them.  A
person who habitually uses drugs or narcotics.  That depends on something vicious or a habit or custom.  It means that
you suffer or suffer from addiction.  It can be considered as synonymous with faithful, loyal, devoted, dedicated,
attached.  It is also synonymous with supporter, admirer, unconditional, henchman, follower.   In some cases it is also
considered synonymous with sick. 

adilophontes
It means with ornaments on the body or on the teeth.  It was a genus of carnivorous mammals called Oligocene and
Miocene bear-dogs.

adinerarse
It means get or get money.  Action or effect of acquiring money.  Supply is, sit, get rich, hoard, accumulate, settled,
square is, organize, supplied.

adinotherium
It means heist-toothed beast.  It was the name of an extinct mammal that lived in the Miocene and looked like today's
hippos.  He was a relative of the Toxodon.

adiós
It's a word that's used as a farewell.  It is also a very light greeting that is used between two people who do not stop to
converse.  Name of several romantic songs.  A word that denotes the end of a conversation.  In many cases it means go
away.  Bye. 

adipocira
It is a fatty substance that occurs in the decomposition of corpses exposed to high humidity (castaways or bodies buried
in very humid soils).  Cadaveric fat. 



adiposidad
It is the property, attribute, or tendency to accumulate fat.  Profusion of adipose tissue or FAT or fat accumulation.

adiposo
It means it contains fat.  Containing lipids.  Tissue containing fat.  In Colombia we call it fat, fatty part of the body.

adipoyetica
adipoyetica is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Adipoyetica" as meaning:<br>It is the function of the
organism that allows fat storage product of the metabolism of carbohydrates, lipids and proteins. Formation of adipose
tissue.

adipsi
ADPSI stands for an association in Elche, Spain.  It is the acronym for the Limited and Light Psychic Disabled
Association.  If it were a writing error, adipsia is the lack of thirst.

adipsia
It is a lack of thirst in prolonged times.  It is considered a pathology and is very unusual. 

adiscado
It means it's like a disc or a plate.  It has circular shape.  Platyform, circular, round.

aditamento
Want to say something that is added to a device to make it work well or better.  Gadget, accessory, snap.

aditivo
It means that it is added or added.  Substance that is applied to a motor, either the fuel or lubricant, for greater
performance

adivas
It is the plural of adiva.  Is the reference or a light motorcycle brand ( scooters or best scooter ) BMW manufacturing. It is
another common name that is the Jackal, the lime, there are three species: gilding of black and scratching.

adjunción
It means bridge, union, aggregation or link.  In Literature and Grammar it is the same as zeugma or ceugma.  It is a
rhetorical figure of omission. 

adjunto
It means that it is next to something else, or that it goes with it.  That he is with another who accompanies or helps him. 
Who shares the activity and helps you. 

adlai
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means God is Righteous or Justice of God.  Name of the Father of
Safat, according to the Holy Bible and grandfather of the prophet Elisha.   . 



adlitteram
It is right "Ad litteram".  It is a Latin phrase which means "at the foot of the letter", "as stated by the text".  Exactly.

admete
Name of two characters in Greek Mythology.  One is Admete, Admetus or Admeta, who was an Oceanid, daughter of
Pontus and Thalasa the gods of the sea.  Also Admete was a Princess of Argos, daughter of the King of Argolid
Eurystheus (Mycenae).  In the ninth work of Hercules, he got the Belt of Hippolyta (Queen of the Amazons, daughter of
Ares and Otrera) for Admete.  Name of an asteroid . 

admeto
In Greek it means haughty, untamed, wild, fierce.  Admetus was one of the Argonauts.  in the mythology of ancient
Greece.  Alcestis is married and had 3 children.  .

adminículo
It means something that is added to a device so that it works well or better.  Attachment, accessory, complement. 

admisiones
Effect of support and action.  It means accept, approve, receive, pamper, recognize, tolerate, permit.  Time of entry.

adnato
In Botany it means adhered, Kingdom, inseparable.

adni
In Medicine is the name of a multicenter study that is conducted with the aim of treating and improving Alzheimer's.  It
stands for Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative.  It is also used as a woman's name (which is rarely used). 

adobaduras
They are meats that have been subjected to a marinade before preparation.  The adobaduras are usually made from
one day to another.  Action and effect of marinating.  The object is that meat absorb the flavors of the spices.

adobera
In Colombia we say adobera metal crate or wooden mould serves to make Adobe bricks.  Person or place dedicated to
making Adobe bricks.

adobos
Preparations of spices that are used to flavor foods, prepared to marinate or season.  Stews, dressing.

adoc
The correct way is Ad hoc.  It is a Latin locution that means it is appropriate or indicated.  It is named for its ability and
merits.  For honor.

adolat
It's an Uzbek word that means justice.



adolescencia
It is a stage in human development, post-ninez and pre-adulthood.  Youth, puberty.  It can be considered between 12
and 18 years old.  Adolescent quality. 

adolescente
Person who is in adolescence.  It is in the developmental period that follows nineness and is prior to sweetness.  Young,
boy, waiter.  That is maturing or developing. 

adolorido
It is said is of the person who suffers from a headache or feeling.  The name of a popular Mexican ranchera song.

adonis
In Greek Mythology, lover of Aphrodite.  Young man of very pronounced beauty.  Beautiful, handsome, cute, beautiful. 
Name of an ancient city of Turkey, which was also called Abobas.  It belonged to the region of Pamphylia. 

adopciones
Responsibilities by choice.  It is the action or the effect of adopting.  Take for himself.  It means protect, protect, collect,
adopt, sponsor, assume, accept, take, adquiriracoger.

adoquinado
Road or path built with carved stone in the form of brick.   Stone material that is used to pave roads and trails.  Kind of
brick that is used edgewise to cover the ground.  Paved. 

adoquinar
It is a system of construction of floors, paths, platforms, streets or roads by placing a layer of cobblestones that can be
made of baked clay or concrete (cement).  It is a wasteful job because it must be done manually.  Muddy , cobblestone. 

adoquines
Plural of paving stone.  Stone carved in the form of brick which is used to cover roads and trails.  Kind of bricks used to
make pathways or roads.

adoquín
Stone carved in the form of brick, which is used to stone roads and paths.  Kind of brick used singing to cover the
ground.  Stoned.

adormidera
It is another common name for a plant.  It is also called poppy, poppy, royal poppy, shell, roosk.  Its scientific name is
Papaver somniferum and it belongs to the Papaveraceae family.  It should not be confused with the sleeping or
sensitive, whose scientific name is Mimosa pudica, of the Fabaceae family. 

adormidera blanca
It is the name of a plant that is also called real poppy, cascal, papoya, papola.  It contains powerful alkaloids.  It belongs
to the family Papaveraceae and its scientific name is papaver somniferum. 



adormidera o bobolones
They are two of the common names, among the many that the sleeper receives, a very common plant.  It is also known
as ababolons, poppy, cascal, opium, papaver.  Its scientific name is Papaver somniferum and belongs to the family
Papaveraceae.  Several alkaloids, including opium and its derivatives, can be extracted from it.  Very potent painkillers
are obtained for medicine and the pharmaceutical industry.  

adormiladas
It means sleepy, sleepy.

adormilado
Person who has a dream, can be by not having slept, very tired or the dullness.  Having dream, having drowsiness. 
Sleepy.  sleepy, drowsy.

adormilados
It means squints, which reflect drowsiness.  Amodorrados, lethargic.  Gacho eyes.

adormimiento
It is synonymous with drowsiness.  Numbness, tingling.  It is a precursor symptom of several diseases.

adormina
It is another way to call a plant, better known as ababolón, royal poppy, poppy, opium poppy, adorminera, cascal,
papola or dormidera.  Its scientific name is Papaver somniferun and belongs to the family Papaveraceae (genus
Papaver).  From its latex exudate opium can be obtained. 

adosado
It is an inflection of attach.  Means approach, pull up, join, support, join, juxtapose, approximate, fiscally.

adón
In language Semitic, meaning mighty, Lord, pattern.  Name of a Saint of Spanish origin, born in Badajoz.  It was also
known as Aton of Pistoia.  Some say that San Adón was born in Tuscany and Italian.

adóxaceas
It is the muteness of the scientific name Adoxaceae, which is the name of a family of Angiosperm plants possessing five
genera: Adoxa and Sambucus, Sandoxa, Tetradoxa Vibumum

adportas
adportas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Ad portas" being its meaning:<br>Ad portas or adportas, is a
Latin locution meaning " at the gate ". Usually it used to denote proximity to get an achievement, the imminence of
reaching a goal or objective. Proximity.

adquirente
Person who acquires or gets something.  He manages to achieve something that has been proposed or needed. 

adra



It's the current name of Abderas.  Current name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Almería .  It is also the
name of a Spanish Humanitarian Aid Agency.  It is also the name of a dance school in Bogota.

adramitena
Relative to Adramitio , which is from Adramitio .  Adramitio was a gulf and a small Roman port in Greece (Province of
Mysia).  This was also the name given to a type of boat used in that area during those times.  It is currently called
Edremit.   . 

adrastea
Character of Greek mythology.  She was a Cretan nympha, daughter of King Meliseo.  Name of Zeus' caregiver in her
childhood.  Name of one of Jupiter's moons or satellites.  Name of an asteroid.  It was also the name of an ancient
Greek city, which was located in Misia. 

adrasté
It was another name by which Adrastea was known.  A character in Greek mythology.  She was a Cretan nymph,
daughter of King Melisha.  Name of zeus' caretaker in his childhood.  The name of one of Jupiter's moons or satellites. 
Name of an asteroid .  It was also the name of an ancient Greek city, which was located in Mysia. 

adrede
You want to say expressly, deliberate, intentionally, aposta, deliberately, with any intention,

adrenalectomia
adrenalectomy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Adrenalectomy." being its meaning:<br>It is a surgical
procedure that removes the suprarenal gland. The full term is laparoscopic adrenalectomy, is usually done when there is
a tumor in the gland.

adreño
It means that you are born, resident or related to Adra, in Spain.  Previously they were called Abderitanos, because the
people were called Abderas.  Adra is a municipality in the Province of Almería, in the Autonomous Community of
Andalusia.  Adreño, is also a worker who undergoes shifts.  He works in shifts, turnaround.

adria-
It means that it comes from the sea.  Sailor.  It is the name of an asteroid (143).  It was named after the Adriatic Sea. 

adriana
It is a name of woman of Latin origin and means that it comes from the sea or coming from the sea.

adrián
It is a name of Latin origin male.  It means that comes from the sea.  Variant Adriano.

adrimar
It means removing or stripping a charge or property, expropriate.  Also in approach, meet, get together.  It is of very little
use.



adry
It means that it comes from Adria an Italian place, near Venice.  Relating to Adria .  Adriana.  Latin name meaning that it
comes from the Sea, which is originally from Adria.  It also means matte black, darkness, dark.  In Colombia,
affectionate and familiar way of calling Adriana. 

ads
It is a root systems which means Authorized Digital Sellers ( ads. txt ) and that Spanish is digital authorized sellers.  This
is an initiative of the 40 interactive advertising agency; IAB ) to eliminate piracy or plagiarism and improve transparency
in program publicity.

adsidela
In ancient Rome, table of sacrifices.  ARA, altar or sacrificial stone.  This word is used in Portuguese.

adsir
adsir is incorrectly written and should be written as ADSUR being its meaning: I think the question is about ADSUR.  So
is the acronym for Association for the Rural development of the Sierra Sur de Jaén South is

adulaciones
They are a flattering own shares.  It is synonymous with praise, flattery, praise, compliments, praises lambonerias.

adularia
In geology it is a variety of feldspar, transparent and usually colorless.  It is the name of a transparent variety of
orthoclase, which crystallizes curiously at low temperatures.  It is also known as moonstone, moonstone or orotosa. 

adulón
A person who exceeds in praise.  Flatterer in excess.  Smarmy, lambiscón.  Kind of drum in Dominican Republic.

adulterada
It means that its original structure or composition has been changed.  That has undergone changes or reforms that alter
its quality.  It means modified, changed, forged, faked, imitated, altered.

adultes o adultez
The indicated is adulthood.  Refers to adulthood or maturity.

adurir
It means to subject to intense heat, scorching, roasting, burning, roasting, squealing. 

adustiva
Quality of adusto.  It can harden.  It means rigid, rough, violent.  It also means that it has the quality of burning, roasting,
burning, subjecting to the effects of excessive fire.   Burning, scorching. 

adusto
Person of difficult treatment.  It also means uncompromising, severe, rigid, strict, serious, pseudo.  Hosco, insociable,
snout, esquivo, arisco.  Malajeta, juggling. 



adúes
Plural of adu .  In Ecuador amigazo, carnal, gran amigo, pana, parce. 

advaita
It is a term in Saskrit.  It means non-secondness or non-dualism.  It is a doctrine of Hinduism that promotes the
existence of a being united to the totality of existing beings.  Union of the perceiving being and the perceived
(environment). 

advenediza
It means that it arrives and settles.  That takes position in one place, having arrived from another place.  It means that
you enter without having been invited or without authorization.  Entering, entering, or arriving without permission. 
Strange, intrusive, stranger.  Person who enters where he has not been invited, strained, foreign, alien, curious,
unknown, intrusive or entertained. 

advenedizo
It means that you enter without being invited or without authorization.  Who enters, enters or arrives without permission. 
Strange, intruder, stranger.  Person who enters where he has not been invited, cast, foreign, alien, curious, unknown,
meddling or intrusive.

advenimiento
Timeout.  Advent.  Coming, arriving, appearing or arriving (especially of something important and expected).  Solemn
moment in which a Supreme Pontiff assumes his religious authority or when a king assumes the throne and begins to
rule.  Ascent, ascent .  Take office, take office. 

adventicia
It means additional, fortuitous, casual, accidental.  That it occurs, appears, or generates in a way that is unnatural.  That
it is not natural or habitual.  Added , additional .  A type of root that does not originate in the radicle of the embryo, but in
another part of the plant, such as in the nodules of the stem (Botany).  

adventicio
It means additional, accidental, casual, accidental.  It occurs, appears, or generates in an unnatural way.  Which is not
natural or usual.  Added.

adventista
It means that you expect the next or Second Coming or Arrival (referring to the Second Coming of Jesus Christ).  It is
the name of one of the churches or congregations of the Protestant Christian religion.  It was founded in Battle Creek,
Michigan State, in the United States. 

adverbios con r
There must be many.  At the moment I remember some adverbs so: regular, reluctant, responsibly, religiously (and
many more that start with r and end up in mind).  I also remember two time adverbs : just, all of a sudden.

adversidad
Little favorable or unfavorable situation.  Contrary to what you want or need.  Contrariety obstacle, misfortune,
misfortune, mishap, fatality, calamity, tragedy, misfortune.



advertencias
It is the action of warn.  It is synonymous with indications, observations, warnings, tips, axhortaciones, subpoenas,
threats, warnings, suggestions.

adviento
It means waiting time.  It is a time that in Christian churches and especially Catholic churches precedes Christmas.  It is
made up of the last 4 Sundays before the nativity (one month).

adviértemelo
It is an inflection of warn.  It means please advise, observe, indicate, advise, threaten, encourage, admonish, admonish,
apercibir.

advocaat
It is the same sabajón.  It is a strong and dense, common drink in Belgium and the Netherlands.  Findeisen, sabajón.

adyacente
It means it's very close, glued, next, adjoining or right away.  They are in contact on one side, boundaries or extremes. 
Close, adjoining, immediate, neighbor, border.  Adjoining.

aegila
Old Town of Laconia, famous for its temple with Demeter, goddess of the agriculture.  Name of an island and ancient
city of Greece, it is also known as Égila or Anticiter.

aegina
It is the name of a Greek island located in the Gulf of Saronics.  It is also called Aegina. 

aegle
In Botany it is the name of a genus of plants in the family Rutaceae.  There are only three species and the most
representative is the Bengal quince. 

aegypius
It is the taxonomic genus of birds known as European black vultures.  The only species that exists in this genre is the
Aegypius monachus.  With extended wings wingspan can reach 2, 5 m.

aelo
AELLO is a medical abbreviation meaning Anti-ery lysine or, which is a form of measurement of antibodies anti-strep
type A beta-hemolytic streptococci.  The Streptococcus bacterium produces an enzyme called estreptolicina or, which
destroys red blood cells.  In English the abbreviation is ASLO /Anti-streptolysin or).

aelurodon
It means teeth that crush bones.  It was a type of prehistoric dog or canid that lived in the Pliocene and the Miocene. 
They were supremely ferocious and hypercarnivorous.

aemilia



159 Aemilia is a main-belt asteroid.  Also valid is Emilia.  It is the Latin name of a ship of the Nederland Navy, which
participated in the Battle of the Dunes (1639).  Name of a Vestal Virgin priestess in Roman mythology.  He was the one
who took care of the fire of the Goddess Vesta.  Name of an Augustan Region of Italy.  Name of Ancient Roman
Physician who published books on Gynecology and Obstetrics (Aemilia Hilaria).  Name of Ancient Roman Way (Via
Aemilia), which linked Piacenza, Fidenza, Parma, Reggio, Modena, Bologna, Imola and Rimini (all ancient cities of
Roman origin).  It was built by order of the Roman Consul Marcus Aemilius Lepidus. 

aena
In Spain it is the acronym for Spanish Airports and Air Navigation.  It is a public company that manages the airports of
Spain.

aeolia
It is the same as Aeolia or Eolid.  Name of a mythical floating island of the Odyssey.  Name of an ancient region of
Northwestern Anatolia (today Turkey) and some Aegean Islands.  In Greek mythology name of a daughter of Amitaon . 
She was the wife of Calydon, with whom she had two daughters, named Epicasta (or Epicaste) and Protogenia.  Name
of an asteroid . 

aerator
It means aerator or fan. 

aereanautiva
aereanautiva is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aeronautics" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
aeronautics.  It is the entity in Colombia of the air navigation, of air transport.

aerícola
In Biology it refers to the organism that is found, lives, develops or moves in the air.  It requires air or oxygen to live.  It's
the same as aerobic.

aerodino
Flying vehicle, aircraft.  A heavier-than-air vehicle that can fly thanks to its design and the enough mechanisms that
allow it to generate lift.  Airplane, helicopter, rocket, drone. 

aeroevacuación
It is a type of evacuation that is done by air or air, in which aircraft, balloons, helicopters and even cables could be used.
 In the case of the use of helicopters can be called helicoported or helicotransported.  Take out on planes or helicopters
the victims of a catastrophe. 

aerofobia
It means exaggerated fear of air or wind. 

aerogeno
The correct term is Aerógeno.  It's a term used in biology.  It means it produces or generates gas.

aerolito
It is every celestial body that falls to earth and often disintegrates in the atmosphere.  They are usually rocky and are



part of larger celestial bodies that have disintegrated.  Etymologically it means rock that crosses the air or the
atmosphere. 

aeromédico
He is a doctor who is part of the air patrols in Colombia, that is, doctors who can also be pilots or who associate with
them to provide medical services in remote places with access by air and who can provide this service in mid-flight. 

aeromozo
It is one of the ways of calling a flight attendant male.  Hostess, cabinero, crew.

aeronautes
It means that it flies through the air, sailor, sailor.  It is a genus of birds in the family Apodidae.  Commonly known them
as swifts.  Also in some parts say airplanes.

aeronavegable
It means that it can be driven, directed or manageable through the air.  You can move or navigate through the air.  Ship
moving through the air (balloon, drone, blimp, airplane).

aeronavegación
It means air navigation, flight.  Displacement in the air by using ships of different types. 

aeronavegante
Person directing an aircraft or aircraft.  It can be synonymous with pilot.  Person who drives or pilots a hot air balloon. 
Crewman, aeronaut.  . 

aerosoles
In environmental engineering, an aerosol is a colloid with combined solid or liquid particles and supendidas in a gas and
pressure packed. To apply the gas is ejected pressure to seal it.
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aerosoles
In environmental engineering, an aerosol is a colloid with combined solid or liquid particles and supendidas in a gas and
pressure packed. To apply the gas is ejected pressure to seal it.

aerosulfatar
Etymologically means saturating sulfur air.  Fill the air or environment with gases with undesirable or unpleasant odors. 
Thioize, change Oxygen to Sulfur.  It can be seen as a subtle way of saying pear.  Also colloquially it is to fill an
atmosphere with sarcasms, ironies or satires.  Create a rarefied environment or air.  Azufrar.

aerógeno
It means that it produces air, generated by wind, which Fanning, which produces gases.



aesculapia
Name of an asteroid ( 1027 ) .  It has also been called Aesculapius or 1923 I, by astronomers.  Dedicated to Aesculapius
the god of Medicine and Healing among the Romans, also called Asclepius.  Esculapia . 

aeternitas
In Roman mythology he is the personification of Eternity.  It is a Latin term meaning Ermyth, infinite time.  It was
confused with Time.  Continuity, permanence, infinity, immortality.  It is the name of a German metal band.  Name of an
asteroid (446). 

aeternum
It is a Latin word that means always, eternal.

aetes
aetes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eates." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Eates.  It was
the name of a King of Colchis in the ancient Greece ( today it is territory of Georgia ) son of Helios and brother of Circe
and Parsifae.  One of the main characters in the story of the Argonauts and the Golden Fleece.

aethomus bocagei
The correct term is Aethomys bocagei .  It is the name of a small rodent, which is only found in Congo and Angola.  It is
a kind of scrub or savannah mouse.

aethusa
In botany it is the name of a genus of plants in the family Apiaceae.  It has only one species and is toxic.  It is known as
hemlock minor, dog parsley, dog celery.  It is poisonous flowers.  Its scientific name is Aethusa cynapium.  It has
homeopathic uses.  In astronomy it is the name of an asteroid (1064), which was initially named 1926 PA by
astronomers. 

aëria
It means air (one of the 4 basic elements of nature).  It's the name of an asteroid.  It initially had the designation of 1893
AE . 

afacia
The correct term is afaquia.  It is a term used in medicine to designate the absence of lens in the eye. 

afamado
It means character, which has much recognition, celebrity, which has a reputation.  Famous, famous, prestigious,
famous, popular, distinguished.

afanado
A person who lives of effort all the time.  Hasty, febrile, hasty, quick, harassing, swift.

afanar
It means hurry, harass, hasten, demand faster, dedication, commitment, dedication or speed in what you are doing,
worry, alleviate, lighten.



afanarnos
It's a strif of strideping.  It means harassing, rushing, worrying.  Feel eager, longing, longing, desire, ambition, aspiration.
 Accelerate, rush, walk faster, go faster.

afanarse
It is the action or effect of feeling desire.  Feeling anxious, ambitious, eager to longing.  Aspirations, pretensions,
striving, worry.

afaquia
It is a medical term to designate the lack or absence of the lens in one eye. 

afar
It is the name of a region of Ethiopia.  It is of great geological importance, because there is the separation of the Asian
and African continents.  It is the name of a Depression in that same area, where there are several salt lakes of tectonic
origin.  It is part of the territories of Eritrea, Ethiopia and Djibouti.  It is also called the Afar Triangle.  Afar, is also the
name of a very old people or étnia settled in that region and also the name of the language they speak.  The area is also
called Afaria.  It is an area rich in fossil remains of hominins and greatly affected by heat and drought.

afarroso
It is a Word in Basque language that means lucky, lucky.

afasia
In Medicine it is the name of a disorder consisting of speech difficulties, disorder in oral communication.  It is a
neurological condition. 

afayaivu
It is not a word the Spanish language but of the Zulu language. Means pleasant.

aferrarse
It is the attitude of holding and trying not to get rid of something.  It means hold firmly without the intent to release. 
Cling, cling, take, hold, imprison.

aféresis
It means extracting, removing, subtracting, subtracting, suppressing or amputating.  It is a word of Greek origin.  In
medicine it is the subtraction of one of the components of a fluid (for example extracting platelets from the blood). In
linguistics it is the suppression of one or more letters in a word.  Cropped word . 

affair
It's an English word.  It originates in the French language (affaire ).  It means subject, question, case, business.  In
Spanish we also give you the meaning of adventure, temporary affairs and is accepted as afer.

afganistán
It is a word meaning Land of Afghans, in Dari, Pashtun, Iranian and Persian.  In turn Afghan, it means rider or the one
who loves horses.  It is the name of a country in South Central Asia, which is landlocked and whose capital is Kabul. 



afgano
It means rider, riding horses or riding the plains.  It is the demonym of those who are natives of Afghanistan.  Related to
Afghanistan. 

afiane
Afiane is a name and a surname of Arabic origin.  It exists in France, Algeria and Morocco.  The funny thing is that it's
used interchangeably as the name by men and women.

afianzada
It means well adhered, seized, anchored, consolidated, secured, strengthened.  Reinforced , propped up .  Inflection of
strengthen, which means to secure, strengthen, consolidate, shore up, affirm, reinforce. 

aficanismo sambumbia
It means aguado, tasteless, clarified or lowered with water.  It also means diluted, desleído, dissolved.  Split into very
small pieces, marinated, shredded.

aficcion
The word amateur, does not exist in the Spanish language. There are possibilities of intending to ask for hobby or first
Afliccion.la, hobby, refers to the taste or hobby that has a person. Inclination, tendency, affection, attachment. The
second, affliction, is worthwhile or pain that is felt by a loss or disappointment. Tribulation, pain, grief, bereavement,
grief, bitterness.

afieltrado
It means that it has the characteristics of the felt.  It can mean that it is soft to the touch, also that it does not tear easily,
that it does not tear.  Non-woven textile . 

afilador
Stone or element that is used to sharpen knives or blades.  A person who is ex officio to sharpen knives.  Grinder.  The
name of a tropical song of the Grupo Carabo.  Name of a Tango played by Agustín Magaldi.

afiladora
Grease-impregnated strap, used to set, soften or refine the edge of knives or razors.  Philo, sharpener steel.  sharpener.
 A name given to the apparatus used to sharpen all kinds of instruments. 

afiliarse
It means register, join, merge, unite, adhere.

afincarse
It means cling, cling firmly, settle, reside, settle, settle, settle, decide is, settle, fixed.  Take possession or household is
defined somewhere.

afipita
Tax collector in Argentina, person who works in the AFIP.  which is the Federal Administration of Public Revenue.  By
extension it is said so to the agiotist or usurer. 



afín coincidente
Afin, coincidental, are synonymous with analogous, similar, close relative, like, similar.
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afleo
Afleo is a term used in Botany to denote the lack of crust in the cauline system ( rhizomes and stems ) and root plants.

afligen
It is an inflection of afflict or grieve.  It means sorrow, grieve is, apesadumbrar is.

afligido
It means sad, unhappy, unhappy.  Who suffers from an affliction.  It is affected by a pain or a sorrow in the soul. 
Grieving, hapless. 

afligido malgeniado
Afflicted mean sad, heartbroken and malgeniado want to say bravo, rabid.

afluentes
Plural of tributary .  It means a stream of water that flows or pours its waters into a larger one.  That runs, that flows. 
Tributary. 

aforacion
It is the action of total, the work of the gauge. Total is to measure the water flow carrying a river or a canal. You can also
total volume of water that passes through a tube per minute or per second.


